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For this issue, we’ve been reading Carmen Maria
Machado’s short story collection, Her Body and Other
Parties. Our London #ohcobookclub met up at a cosy
pub to chat about our thoughts, and we’ve also spoken
to Carmen to discover her ideas and inspirations 
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#ohcobookclub

Her Body and Other Parties

crosses genres and styles,
earning its author, Carmen Maria Machado, a plethora of award nominations.
The #ohcobookclub met to discuss it over glasses of wine, and we noticed
how the book mixed different approaches to the female body, from consent
and desire, to physicality and fantasy. We talked about how queerness and
sexuality is portrayed in literature, and how Her Body and Other Parties is
fearless in its representations.
Carmen Maria Machado’s debut collection of stories focuses on women’s
bodies in all their queer, fat, messy beauty. Each is perfectly formed on its
own, but as a collection, the stories flow into one another, living in a world just
slightly disjointed from our own.

“The whole collection is just really,
unapologetically, queer.” Jackie

“Even in the surreal worlds that she’s
building, people still need each other.” Sara

“She writes about women’s bodies in a
really authentic way.” Elizabeth

“When the narrators don’t have names, you
see more of their perspective.” Natalie

“The stories are about women’s bodies – it’s
the bodies that are the identities.” Chloe

“Ideas around how consent manifests for
women were really interesting.” Terri-Jane
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Meet the author
Terri-Jane Dow speaks to Carmen Maria Machado

I read more short collections last year
than I have for a long time, they seem
really popular again. Do you think that’s
a form people are coming back to?
I feel like every time there’s a big
collection, people are like “collections are
back!”. But they definitely don’t sell as
well as novels. I think that maybe because
– at least in the U.S. – we don’t teach
them. You don’t read collections and
see how the stories speak to each other,
or read a body of work by a short-story
writer. People don’t know that they can
be immersed in a short-story collection in
the same way as a novel. It works for me
because I’ve been getting some amazing
emails about the book from people who
haven’t read short stories for ages, saying
“normally I hate them, but I loved this!” It’s
a weird genre, but I love it. Writing short
stories makes me really happy.
The way that these stories interact with
how bodies are unruly was one of the
things I really enjoyed. What do you think
draws you to the horror aspect of those
bodies not doing what they ‘should’?
In Roxane Gay’s memoir, Hunger, she talks
about the unruly body. I think she was
quoting someone else, but I read that
book and loved it, and it stuck with me.
Bodies are unruly. Even if you’re perfectly
healthy – you’re male, straight, white, all
the things that mean that, theoretically,
culture is working for you – you’ll still age,
your body is still getting away from you.

And if you add anything else to that –
you’re a woman, or a queer person, or a
trans person, or not white, or disabled, or
whatever – then your body is even more
in this place where it becomes hazardous.
I’m really interested in writing that and
documenting it, but also recognising
the beauty in it. We think of it as a very
negative thing, but in ‘Eight Bites’, I write
about the fat body and how it’s this joyful,
lovable creature which she rejects, but
it’s very painful for her to do that. I really
wanted to capture that. The body for me
is at the centre of enquiry. Your first book
is supposedly what you’ve been thinking
about through your whole life, so this is
really what I’ve been thinking about for all
this time, and this is the space I’ve had to
process that and write about it.
There’s also a lot of sex in the stories, but
very naturally, just as another aspect of
people’s bodies and what they do with
them, rather than being gratuitous. It’s
important to see a realistic portrayal
of what people are like, rather than
something that’s trying to win the Bad
Sex in Fiction awards.
I always tell students that party scenes
are really useful, because you can use a
party to mix people together. There’s bad
behaviour at parties, and you can see how
characters interact in those situations.
Sex scenes are similar. There are lots of
different ways people can behave. A lot of
sex scenes are very one-note; two people

having very decorous sex, and then they
reluctantly orgasm and turn away from
each other. It’s always very straight and
blah. And I thought, okay, I really want
to write about sex in all of its messiness
and joy and queerness, and also, it’s not
always great. I wanted to write sex scenes
that I wanted to read.
Law and Order: SVU plays an important
part in the collection. Are there other
cultural gems that inspire you like that?
I watch a lot of TV and movies, and I play
a lot of video games, so I am constantly
drawing from those sources. The Law and
Order story is the most obvious one, the
most direct, but I’m really interested in
tropes. I got married last year, and I 
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watched the U.S. version of Kitchen
Nightmares while making centrepieces,
and every time my wife came home,
I’d be like “I have so many thoughts
about Kitchen Nightmares!” I was really
interested in it, and that always happens
when I interact with any kind of pop
culture. I’m always fitting it into my
understanding of art and the world.
Are there particular writers who influence
you, too?
People that you could see very obviously
are Shirley Jackson, Kelly Link, Karen

novels. I liked gothic literature, like V.C.
Andrews, and stuff I really should not
have been reading at that age. I read
a lot of series, like Nancy Drew and
The Babysitters Club. And then I had a
high school teacher who was teaching
a lot of Hemingway, and I fucking hate
Hemingway, and I would just yell out in
class how much I hated it. This teacher
was amazing, and she came in one day
with a really eclectic mixture of books
for me. I had a very haphazard way of
reading. It wasn’t really until I got to
grad school that my reading became

“Your first book is supposedly what you’ve
been thinking about through your whole life”

For our next
#ohcobookclub,
we’ll be discussing
Peach by Emma Glass
Something has happened to
Peach. It hurts to walk but she
staggers home to parents who
don’t notice. They can’t keep their
hands off each other and, besides,
they have a new infant, sweet and
wobbly as a jelly baby.
Peach must patch herself up
alone so she can go to college
and see her boyfriend, Green. In
this dazzling debut, Emma Glass
articulates the unspeakable with
breathtaking clarity.
Just a heads up, Peach has some
graphic content about rape.

Russell, George Saunders. I came to most
of those writers fairly late, though. A friend
made me read all of Angela Carter’s work
a few years ago, because I’d never read
any, but I read a lot of Kelly Link, and her
work is very influenced by Angela Carter,
so she was like my grandmother influence.
I read a lot of that kind of horror, liminal,
magical realism fantasy with a heavy
language component, that’s really my area.
If you came to that quite late, what were
you reading before?
When I was a kid, I read a lot of horror
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quite focused. It took me a while, but my
reading as a child was like I was hungry
and I just pulled stuff off shelves.
What was the best writing advice
you’ve been given?
The way to get through writer’s block
is by reading. Lots of writers forget
to read, and reading will remind you
of why you want to be a writer. Just
pick up a favourite novel and re-read
it, and it will help. Read outside your
genre, too, and see what comes up.
Just try things out. 

Come join us
From March, our London bookclub
will take place at Housmans
radical bookshop in King’s Cross
(they’ll be offering Peach at 20%
off, if you pop in and tell them it’s
for #ohcobookclub). There’ll also
be a club in Nottingham. Email
our bookclub editor terri-jane@
icebergpress.co.uk for more info.

